
Branding Guidelines for Factiva Search Module

Introduction

The following guidelines are available to qualified customers of Factiva Search

Module, a research tool that can be inserted in a corporate intranet or portal

interface. In this way, end users can run searches across Factiva’s news archive

without having to exit their corporate desktop interface. 

Protecting the integrity of the Factiva identity through consistent and correct

tile, logo and icon usage is essential to building and maintaining a strong,

global brand. It ensures our standing as a source of reliable and relevant business

information, cutting-edge technology and personalized service, which, in turn,

builds credibility for our clients’ information strategies.

This document provides guidelines on the correct use of the Factiva identity in

Factiva Search Module and all its editions. It is a condition of our Factiva Search

Module agreement that customers strictly adhere to these guidelines. Only 

companies with expressly written agreements with Factiva are authorized to

display our Factiva tiles, logo and icon.



General Logo, Tile and Icon Specifications

Colors
The Factiva tiles, logos and icons use the following colors, which should not be changed or altered in any way.

Tiles, Logos and Icons
All content from Factiva is branded using a system of tiles, logos and icons. All the tiles, logos and icons are available at

http://www.factiva.com/integration/logos. No logos or links provided with Factiva products may be removed, resized, altered or redirected.

31 pixels

88 pixels

Factiva Green
Pantone # 383c, 390u
Process c35 m0 y100 k18
R151 G173 B0
Web 99CC00

White
Pantone # NA
Process c0 m0 y0 k0
R100 G100 B100
Web FFFFFF

Black
Pantone # Process Black
Process c0 m0 y0 k100
R0 G0 B0
Web 000000

Light Grey
Pantone # 420C
Process c0 m0 y0 k20
RGB NA
Web CCCCCC

Tile option 1: 88 x 31 pixels
To be used when your application offers 
limited space.

Tile option 2: 88 x 62 pixels
To be used when your application offers
more than 88 x 62 pixel space.

Tile option 3: 125 x 62 pixels
To be used when your application space
offers more than 125 x 62 pixel space.

Clearspace: The clearspace left around all tiles should be equal to

one half the height of the tile used. No other words, logos, images

or graphics should be closer to the tile than this space. Similarly, if

the tile is placed in a corner, the amount of clearspace between the

tile and the edge of the screen should be equal to one half the

height of the tile used.

•Tiles
A tile should appear on a page whenever a user can access Factiva content. This includes any view that displays a search box, folders or 

headlines or articles that link to Factiva articles. Choose a black or white tile in one of three sizes. 

Links: Factiva tiles need to link to http://www.factiva.com/integration/aboutfactiva.

Size: The Factiva tile should never be smaller than 88 x 31 pixels. This is to ensure legibility of Factiva’s company parent names, Dow Jones &

Reuters, which are an essential part of our identity.



Trademark Basics, Copyrights and Legal Terms and Agreements

Trademarks
Factiva is a trademark of Dow Jones Reuters Business Interactive, LLC. All of the content and artwork, except where stated otherwise, is 

protected by copyright or trademark law and is owned by Dow Jones Reuters Business Interactive, LLC., trading as Factiva. All rights reserved. 

Copyright

•Factiva copyright
The Factiva copyright message must be included in the footer of every page containing headlines or articles from Factiva. This copyright must

not be removed or altered in any way.

© [current year] Dow Jones Reuters Business Interactive, LLC., trading as Factiva. All rights reserved.

•Other copyrights
All information provider (IP) copyright messages included in the Factiva articles must be clearly displayed and associated with the article. This

copyright must not be removed or altered in any way.

Legal Terms and Agreements
All end-users must have access, via a prominent blue link in Factiva articles, to the legal terms and conditions, 

http://www.factiva.com/termsofuse, which apply to the Factiva content.

• Icons
The Factiva icon must display alongside headlines that originate from

Factiva. When co-mingling articles from other resources, the icon serves

to distinguish Factiva content. Choose from one of four icon colors.

Size: 16 x 16 pixels. Four icons are available, to be used in conjunction

with tile size options 1-3 to identify Factiva content on the 

headline view.

Clearspace: The icon should have one letter space clear to the right

of the icon prior to the beginning of the headline.

one letter space

Other logos

Certain information providers (IPs) such as McGraw Hill, Infoworld, Ziff

Davis, Forbes, Reuters and Dow Jones, require that their logos also

appear on articles they provide via Factiva. Please refer to the Factiva

Integration reference guide for requirements on obtaining and 

displaying logos from Factiva’s Information Providers (IPs).

Size: 16 pixels vertical minimum. 

Clearspace: The clear space left around the logo on article pages

should maintain a minimum of 20 pixels padding. No other words,

logos, images or graphics should be closer to the tile than this space.

31 pixels 
minimum

16 pixels 
minimum

minimum 20
pixels of padding

minimum 20 
pixels of padding

• Logos
Factiva logo 

The Factiva logo appears in upper right corner of all Factiva articles.

Size: 31 pixels vertical minimum. 

Clearspace: The clearspace left around the logo on article pages

should maintain a minimum of 20 pixels padding. No other words,

logos, images or graphics should be closer to the tile than this space.



Usage
Factiva products require use of the tile, logo and icon system at the 1) headline view and the 2) article view. All Factiva branding must be 

preserved on the printed output. A factiva tile, (size option 1, 2 or 3) must appear on any page containing a link to Factiva content.

•Headline View Requirements
Whenever Factiva headlines appear, Factiva requires:

1. Factiva tile: a Factiva tile (size option 1, 2 or 3) must appear on any view that displays Factiva headlines.

2. Factiva icon: headlines delivered from Factiva must be branded with the Factiva icon. Factiva icons must never appear without the 

presence of a Factiva tile. 

Do not place the icon within the headline or 
lead sentences.

Do not place the icon to the right of the headline
and lead sentences.

2. Factiva icon

A properly placed Factiva icon appears before all
Factiva headlines and never appears without the
presence of a Factiva tile.

A Factiva tile must appear on any page a user can 
access Factiva content. This includes any view that 
displays a search box, folders or headlines. This tile must
link to http://www.factiva.com/integration/aboutfactiva

Incorrect Usage:

1. Factiva tile



Do not place the Factiva logo below other logos (from IPs). Do not place the Factiva logo at the bottom of the article.

•Article View
Whenever Factiva articles appear, Factiva requires:

1. Factiva logo: The Factiva logo must appear in the upper right corner of all pages displaying Factiva articles. The Factiva logo must appear as

predominantly as other third party trademarks and must also appear on all article print output.

2. Other logos: Certain information providers (IPs) such as McGraw Hill, Infoworld, Ziff Davis, Forbes, Reuters and Dow Jones require that their

logos also appear on articles they provide via Factiva. These logos must appear in the upper left corner of the article.

3. Factiva copyright: The Factiva copyright must appear at the bottom of all pages displaying Factiva articles. 

4. Other copyrights: All information providers require that their copyrights appear on articles they provide via Factiva. These copyrights must

appear underneath the title of the article.

5. Terms of use: Factiva’s Terms Of Use must appear as a blue link at the bottom of all pages displaying Factiva articles.

2. Other logos (from IP’s)
minimum 20 pixels of padding

Incorrect Usage:

1. Factiva logo
minimum 20 pixels of padding

4. Other copyrights (from IPs)

3. Factiva Copyright

5. Terms of use Link


